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Michael Mann has been making movies for
almost four decades. His signature
protagonist is usually a male professional
on either side of the law. From solitary
experts, over doppelgangers, to antagonists
off kilter, Mann explores the topos of
professionalism in different genres and
epochs.
To
achieve
a
thorough
understanding of Manns professional, Ingo
Stelte analyzes the recurring specialist in
the five movies Thief, Manhunter, The Last
of the Mohicans, Heat, and Collateral and
combines cultural and cinematic readings.
He lays bare the underlying hallmarks of
professionalism in the US that have never
been clearly defined. Starting with the
Puritan work ethic, over Benjamin
Franklins virtues, to professionals in
American literary and cinematic classics,
this treatise reveals characteristics of
professionalism that are consistent over
time. Against the backdrop of these notions
of professionalism, Stelte discovers Manns
protagonists to follow enduring historical,
cultural, and generic traditions. His astute
analyses of the five films achieve an
in-depth look into Manns filmic cosmos
that is rounded off with detailed
assessments of the movies aesthetics.
Focusing on Manns signature protagonist,
Stelte grants illuminating insight into the
filmmakers oeuvre.
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IMDb: Michael Mann (Best Movies) - a list by yfforuny Michael Mann Celebrity Profile - Check out the latest
Michael Mann photo gallery, Mann turned out another prizewinning project, the 1979 TV movie The Jericho The story
of a professional jewel thief (James Caan) trying to make good, The 10 Best Performances In The Films Of Michael
Mann IndieWire Director Michael Mann tends to revisit his films long after their release, Manns work his striking
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visual style, his focus on professional men, Retrospective: The Films Of Michael Mann IndieWire Opening
exposition from Michael Manns screenplay for Miami Vice . Thief and Heat are films about professional criminals who
believe they Thief (1981) - IMDb In fact, the central male in the films of Michael Mann (and its always a man) His
central preoccupation is often professional obsession, even IMDb: Best Michael Mann Movies - Top 10 - a list by
Julian_Pope Collateral is a 2004 American neo-noir crime thriller directed by Michael Mann and written by . Tom
Cruise as Vincent, a professional hitman hired to kill four witnesses and a prosecutor. Jamie Foxx as Max . Films
directed by Michael Mann. IMDb: Best Michael Mann movies - a list by le_leonard_st Action Becoming closer to
his dream of leading a normal life, a professional safecracker agrees Writers: Frank Hohimer (novel), Michael Mann
(screen story) 1 more credit .. A bit dated but still one of the finest action films ever made. IMDb: Top 10 Michael
Mann Movies - a list by just_wille Michael Kenneth Mann (born February 5, 1943) is an American film director,
screenwriter, and His first feature movie was a television special called The Jericho Mile, which was released
theatrically in Europe. It won the Mann used actual former professional burglars to keep the technical scenes as genuine
as possible. Things You See In Every Michael Mann Movie Complex A group of professional bank robbers start to
feel the heat from police when they unknowingly leave a clue at their latest heist, while both sides attempts to find
Michael Mann Developing Heat Prequel Book and Movie Collider Heat is a 1995 American crime film written,
produced and directed by Michael Mann, and starring Robert De Niro, Al Pacino, and Val Kilmer. De Niro plays Neil
McCauley, a professional thief, while Pacino plays Lt. . The next time the two would meet, guns would be drawn, just as
the movie portrays. On March 25, 1964, Michael Mann Cinema And Television: Interviews, 1980-2012 - Google
Books Result Best Michael Mann movies, Michael Mann best movies, top 10 Michael A group of professional bank
robbers start to feel the heat from police none A student of Londons International Film School, Michael Mann began his
career in the 1992 Drug Wars: The Cocaine Cartel (TV Movie) (executive producer). Michael Mann - Biography IMDb More recent films (Deep Cover, Bill Duke, 1992 Donnie Brasco, Mike Newell, a professional hitman, arrives in
Los Angeles the cinema of michael mann 78. Heat (1995 film) - Wikipedia Biography A research chemist comes
under personal and professional attack when he decides Explore the variety of original series and films available on
Amazon Video, from The Tick and I Love Dick to The Big Sick and Long Strange Trip. Russell Crowe and Michael
Mann in The Insider (1999) Al Pacino stars as IMDb: Ranking the films of Michael Mann - a list by Lyontamer
The Cinema of Michael Mann: Vice and Vindication - Google Books Result The Professional in Michael Manns
Movies on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Ranking + Dissected: Michael Mann Consequence of Sound The
Professional in Michael Manns Movies von Ingo Stelte bei LovelyBooks: Bewertungen, Lesermeinungen und
Rezensionen ansehen oder selbst verfassen. Movie Poster of the Week: Michael Manns Thief on Notebook MUBI
A group of professional bank robbers start to feel the heat from police when they unknowingly leave a clue at their latest
heist, while both sides Michael Mann Movie Box Office Results - Box Office Mojo A group of professional bank
robbers start to feel the heat from police when they unknowingly leave a clue at their latest heist, while both sides
attempts to find Michael Mann - Rotten Tomatoes A student of Londons International Film School, Michael Mann
began his career in Manns movies: Lt. Vincent Hanna in Heat (1995) shoots Michael Cheritto Collateral (film) Wikipedia This time, we sort through the best and worst of The Mann. Watch enough Michael Mann films and youre
likely to become a professional of The Professional in Michael Manns Movies: 9783828834774 The iconic repeated
image of a Michael Mann film is a man with a gun, In a word, Manns films are about professionals the most common
The Professionals: Michael Manns Men The-Solute Michael Mann box office breakdown and upcoming movies.
Ingo Stelte - The Professional in Michael Manns Movies The 10 Best Performances In The Films Of Michael Mann.
would essentially be the Mann leading man archetype: the hyper-professional. The Insider (1999) - IMDb It probably
helped that Bennett had also written two movies Face and Lucky Break about professional criminals and a prison
escape, respectively. Together Michael Mann - Wikipedia Bucher bei Weltbild: Jetzt The Professional in Michael
Manns Movies von Ingo Stelte versandkostenfrei online kaufen bei Weltbild, Ihrem Bucher-Spezialisten! The US one
sheet for Michael Manns 1981 debut feature which was the pseudonym of professional jewel thief John Seybold (who
served as
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